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TWO BAP VIOLATIONS IN RUSSIAN VERBAL STRESS 

Abstract: The Basic Accentuation Principle of Russian (Kiparsky and Halle 1977), associating 
main stress with the leftmost accent, appears to be violated with two pre-accenting morphemes: 
the infinitive and the passive past participle (PPP) suffixes: stress is final instead of pre-suffixal. 
I will first demonstrate that the PPP suffix is unaccentable, and then show that this violation is 
resolved if the notion of an unaccentable morpheme is also extended to roots. 

1. INTRODUCTION: RUSSIAN VERBAL STRESS AND ATHEMATIC STEMS 

As is known since at least Garde 1968, Halle 1973 and Zaliznjak 1985, the lexical stress of 
Russian can be mostly captured by the combination of two assumptions: (a) that every root or 
affix is accentually specified in one of the four ways in (1) together with (b) the hypothesis 
about the interaction between these underlying accents in (2).1 Various formulations of these 
basic assumptions can be found in Melvold 1990, Gladney 1995, Garde 1998, Alderete 1999, 
Feldstein 2015, etc. 

(1) a. Accented morphemes carry an accent on themselves (open class) 

 b. Post-accenting morphemes set an accent on the following syllable; the class of 
post-accenting roots is large (Halle 1973:316 asserts that there are more than 
2000 of them) but usually assumed to be closed 

 c. Pre-accenting morphemes set an accent on the previous syllable: there are no 
pre-accenting roots 

 d. Unaccented morphemes carry no accentual specification of their own (closed 
class estimated to contain more than 400 roots) 

If none of the morphemes in the derivation is dominant (i.e., deleting previously introduced 
accents), stress favors the leftmost accent or, in its absence, syllable: 

(2) The Basic Accentuation Principle (Kiparsky and Halle 1977): 
 Assign stress to the leftmost accented vowel; if there is no accented vowel, assign stress 

to the initial vowel. 

 

* The inspiration for this work comes, as always, from Morris Halle and owes a lot to his expertise, knowledge, 

and ideas. I am also grateful to Masha Gouskova, Francesc Torres-Tamarit, and Donca Steriade for discussions 

and encouragement, to the audiences at SFL Atelier de phonologie (March 20, 2019), Grote Taaldag 2021 

(January 29, 2021), FASL 30 (May 13-16, 2021), and UC Santa Cruz phonology group (June 9, 2021) for their 

questions, and to the two anonymous reviewers for their detailed comments and very helpful criticism. 

Transcriptions below closely follow Russian orthography, meaning that a number of surface processes are not 

indicated: (a) palatalization before front vowels (/Ci/ → [Cʲi], /Ce/ → [Cʲe]), (b) vowel reduction phenomena in 

unstressed syllables, (c) voicing assimilation. Stress is marked by an acute accent on the vowel. The yers (high 

lax unrounded vowels) are represented as /ĭ/ (front, IPA ɪ) and /ŭ/ (back, IPA ʊ). The palatals ч (IPA t͡ ɕ, see Padgett 

and Żygis 2007), ш (IPA ʂ), ж (IPA ʐ) and щ (IPA [ɕː]) are traditionally rendered as č, š, ž and šč. 

Besides the traditional gender (F, M, N), person (1, 2, 3) and number (SG, PL) notation, the following abbreviations 

are used: DIM (diminutive), IMPRF (imperfective), INF (infinitive), LF (long form), NMZ (nominalizer), PPP (passive 

past participle), PRES (present), PRF (perfective), PFX (prefix). 

1 Various theories have been advanced as to the nature of post-accentuation. Thus, Melvold 1990 argues that post-

accenting morphemes are accented but subject to a process shifting the accent to the right, Halle 1973 and Alderete 

1999 suggest that these morphemes are unaccented and stress is assigned so as to align with the right edge 

(unaccented morphemes under this view are exceptional; Alderete does not take them into consideration, while 

Halle introduces another process to take care of them), and Revithiadou 1999 proposes that post-accenting 

morphemes possess an unlinked (floating) lexical accent. We will not distinguish between these proposals here. 
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An illustration of this proposal is provided in Table 1, where the three types of stems and two 
types of suffixes are given, with the positions of the underlying accents (if present) indicated 
by underlining and the surface stress, by the accent mark over the vowel: 

Table 1 (non-final): Accentual interaction in athematic (√-T-AGR) verbs: finite forms 

  accented 
PAST-FSG 

unaccented 
PAST-PL 

accented 
PRES-3SG 

a. accented: -lez- ‘climb’ léz-l-a léz-l-i léz-e-t 
b. post-accenting: -nes - ‘carry’ nes -l-á nes -l-í nesʲ -ó-t 
c. unaccented: -prʲad- ‘spin’ prʲa-l-á prʲá-l-i prʲadʲ-ó-t 

Finite forms of Russian athematic verbs consist of three morphemes: the lexical stem, the tense 
suffix and the agreement ending. Asyllabic morphemes, like the past-tense -l- or the third 
person singular -t-, systematically lack an accent, while vocalic suffixes can be either accented 
(the present-tense suffix, the feminine suffix) or unaccented (the plural suffix).2 Accentual 
invariability across the entire paradigm suggests a stem that is accented (if stress is on it) or  
post-accenting (if stress is after it), while variable placement of stress is indicative of an 
unaccented stem: only an unaccented stem can permit the accents to its right to surface as the 
main stress. This means that the root -prʲad- ‘spin’ is unaccented. 

Having established this, we can examine the behavior of stress in the past tense. It is easy to 
see that indeed the past-tense suffix -l- introduces no accent: if it did, stress would appear in 
the same place in different past-tense forms of one verb. The contrast between the feminine 
singular ending and the plural ending in the last row of Table 1 shows that -a is accented, and -i 
is unaccented. 

Turning to the present, we observe only two accentual classes: those with stress on the stem 
and those with stress on the present-tense suffix. Given the Basic Accentuation Principle, this 
suggests that the present-tense suffix is accented: if it were unaccented, we would expect either 
initial stress (if all six person-number endings are unaccented) or accentual variability (if some 
of them introduce an accent). What we see, however, are two patterns: stem stress (in the first 
row, where the stem is accented), and post-stem stress (in the other two, where the stem is not 
accented). Since we know already from the past tense that the last row involves an unaccented 
stem, the accent should come from the present-tense suffix. 

A comparison between present- and past-tense forms demonstrates the existence of one more 
accentual class (row (d) in the amended Table 1 below). It is characterized by stress after the 
stem in the present tense (like with post-accenting and unaccented stems) and on the stem in 
the past (like with accented stems):3 

 
2 The neuter suffix -o- is also unaccented, as is the masculine suffix, which is underlyingly -ŭ-, a back yer that is 

never vocalized. When an accent is assigned to a yer in Russian, stress surfaces on the preceding syllable (Halle 

1973, Melvold 1990). 

3 There is a fifth pattern, characterizing two athematic roots, the post-accenting -mog- ‘be able to’ and the 

unaccented -im- ‘have’ with all prefixes that force this root to take the shape -im- rather than -jm- in the present 

tense (i.e., all the consonant-final prefixes (obnʲátʲ ‘to embrace’, vnʲátʲ ‘to harken’, podnʲátʲ ‘to raise’, raznʲátʲ ‘to 

separate’, snʲatʲ ‘to take off’, and otnʲátʲ ‘to take away’) and one vowel-final one (prinʲátʲ ‘to accept’)). Their 

accentual pattern distinguishes the first-person singular present-tense form, which is stress-final, from other 

present-tense forms (which have stress on the stem). This pattern is frequent and productive in thematic verbs, but 

extremely limited in athematic ones. We will not treat it here but see Matushansky [to appear]. 
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Table 1 (amended): Accentual interaction in athematic (√-T-AGR) verbs: finite forms 

  accented 
PAST-FSG 

unaccented 
PAST-PL 

accented 
PRESENT-3SG 

a. accented: -lez- ‘climb’ léz-l-a léz-l-i léz-e-t 
b. post-accenting: -nes - ‘carry’ nes -l-á nes -l-í nesʲ -ó-t 
c. unaccented: -prʲad- ‘spin’ prʲa-l-á prʲá-l-i prʲadʲ-ó-t 
d. retracting: -griz - ‘gnaw’ gríz -l-a gríz -l-i grizʲ -ó-t 

Halle 1973 and Melvold 1990 treat such stems as underlyingly post-accenting yet subject to a 
morphologically conditioned stress-retracting rule applying in the past. Independent evidence 
for such a rule comes from nominal stress, where some nouns that have systematic post-stem 
stress in the singular exhibit stem-final stress in the plural.4 

While implementations may vary from theory to theory (for comprehensive non-generativist 
views see Garde 1968, 1998 and Zaliznjak 1967, 1985), the accentual system of Russian lexical 
stress is uncontroversially analyzed as a combination of accentual properties of morphemes 
(which can be accented, pre-accenting, post-accenting and unaccented), the Basic Accentuation 
Principle (henceforth, BAP) and retraction processes linked to certain roots in certain contexts. 
We will now see that the BAP (2) breaks down with two verbal morphemes: the infinitive 
suffix -tʲ- (allomorph -ti-) and the passive past participle suffix -ĕn- (allomorphs -t- and -n-). 

2. INFINITIVAL STRESS 

Our purpose in this section is twofold: (a) to show that the infinitive suffix -tʲ-/-ti- introduces 
an accent on the syllable before it and (b) to demonstrate that this accent does not interact as 
expected with the root accent of athematic verbs. 

More specifically, we are concerned with the interaction of the infinitive suffix -tʲ-/-ti- with the 
class of post-accenting verbs (row (b) in Table 1) listed in (3)-(4). While in (3) the infinitive 
suffix is stressed and realized as -tí-, in (4) the velar-final roots force the deletion of [t] and 
subsequent mutation of the velar yielding stem stress and the ending [čʲ]. Together the post-
accenting verbal roots in (3) and (4) form by far the largest accentual group among athematic 
verbs.5 

(3) post-accenting regular 21 

 a. 17 regular dental-final stems: blʲustí ‘to guard’ (-blʲud-), brestí ‘to plod’ (-brĕd-), 
veztí ‘to transport’ (-vĕz-), vestí ‘to lead’ (-vĕd-), gnestí ‘to oppress, arch.’ 
(-gnĕt-), mestí ‘to sweep’ (-mĕt-), obrestí ‘to find’ (-ob-rĕt-), plestí ‘to weave, 
braid’ (-plĕt-), nestí ‘to carry’ (-nĕs-), pastí ‘to shepherd’ (-pas-), polztí ‘to crawl’ 
(-polz-), rassvestí ‘to dawn’ (-raz.svĕt-), rastí ‘to grow’ (-rost-), trʲastí ‘to shake’ 
(-trʲas-), cvestí ‘to bloom’ (-cvĕt-), grʲastí ‘to approach, arch.’ (-grʲad-), gustí ‘to 
drone, arch.’ (-gud-) 

 b. 3 labial-final stems: jetí ‘to fuck’ (archaic) (-jĕb-), grestí ‘to row’ (-grĕb-), skrestí 
‘to scrub’ (-skrĕb-) 

 
4 The retraction rule can also target the combination of an unaccented stem with an accented suffix, as in fn. 3, or 

with some adjectival stems discussed by Melvold 1990:194-195. 

5 I believe the list in (3)-(4) to be the most complete in the existing literature though it does not include verbs with 

the theme -a- in the infinitive, which I treat as thematic. It has four verbs not present in Halle 1973:326: the two 

archaic non-velar verbs jetí ‘to fuck’ (-jĕb-) and gustí ‘to drone’ (-gud-), and the regular velar verbs sečʲ ‘to flog’ 

(-sĕk-), which Halle mistakenly places into the retracting class, and zaprʲáčʲ ‘to harness’ (-za.prʲag-). The asyllabic 

root -čĭt- will be discussed in section 5.5. 
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(4) 12 velar-final stems: tolóčʲ ‘to pound’ (-tolk-/-tolok-), beréčʲ ‘to protect’ (-berĕg-), vlečʲ 
‘to attract’ (-vlĕk-), volóčʲ ‘to pull’ (-volok-), žečʲ ‘to burn’ (-žg-/-žog-), pečʲ ‘to bake’ 
(-pĕk-), prenebréčʲ ‘to neglect’ (-pre.ne.breg-), zaprʲáčʲ ‘to harness’ (-za.prʲag-), -rečʲ 
‘to speak’ (-rĕk-), sečʲ ‘to flog’ (-sĕk-), steréčʲ ‘to guard’ (-sterĕg-), tečʲ ‘to flow’ (-tĕk-) 

The remaining three accentual types collapse into one in the infinitive: accented, unaccented 
and retracting stems uniformly show stress on the root (and the infinitive suffix surfaces as -tʲ-). 

Table 2: Infinitival accentual patterns in athematic (√-T-AGR) verbs 

  accented 
PAST-FSG 

unaccented 
PAST-PL 

accented 
PRESENT-3SG 

accented 
INFINITIVE 

a. accented: -lez- ‘climb’ léz-l-a léz-l-i léz-e-t léztʲ 
b. post-accenting: -nes- ‘carry’ nes-l-á nes-l-í nesʲ-ó-t nestí 
c unaccented: -prʲad- ‘spin’ prʲa-l-á prʲá-l-i prʲadʲ-ó-t prʲástʲ 
d. retracting: -griz - ‘gnaw’ gríz-l-a gríz-l-i grizʲ-ó-t gríztʲ 

We hypothesize, with Halle 1973, that the infinitive suffix is underlyingly -tĭ- and will argue 
that it is pre-accenting. Since stress in the infinitive in Table 2 surfaces on the same syllable as 
in the past-tense plural, which we have shown to involve two unaccented suffixes, the first 
impression is that the infinitive suffix is also unaccented. However, this impression is 
misleading and arises from the fact that most athematic roots are monosyllabic. Once longer 
stems are considered, we can see that the infinitive suffix does introduce an accent. 

2.1. Accentuation of the infinitive suffix: unaccented stems and the enclitic -sʲa- 

If the infinitive suffix is unaccented, we expect in the infinitive the same stress pattern as in 
non-feminine singular forms. Two types of longer stems allow us to see that combinations of 
two unaccented morphemes do not behave as the infinitive does: prefixed stems and reflexive 
ones. 

While normally verbal prefixes, being unaccented (with one exception, vɨ- ‘out of’) and non-
cyclic (Melvold 1990:299), do not bear stress, in some unaccented prefixed verbs the initial 
stress assigned by the BAP shifts to the prefix (Melvold 1990:82). This happens in the past 
non-feminine forms (5a), but not in the infinitive (6):6 

(5) a. náčal ‘began.MSG’, náčalo ‘began.NSG’, náčali ‘began.PL’ 
 óbnʲal ‘embraced.MSG’, óbnʲalo ‘embraced.MSG’, óbnʲali ‘embraced.MSG’ 

 b. načalá ‘began.FSG’ 
 obnʲalá ‘embraced.FSG’ 

(6) a. načátʲ ‘begin.INF’ 
b. obnʲátʲ ‘embrace.INF’ 

Since the BAP predicts initial stress when all morphemes are unaccented, if the infinitive suffix 
were unaccented, the infinitive would also be uniformly stressed on the prefix. 

Further evidence comes from the reflexive enclitic -sʲa-. While normally this enclitic ends up 
unstressed, with a few stems it is stressed in the past tense, but never in the infinitive:7 

 
6 In some idiolects the verb obnʲátʲ ‘to embrace’ does not allow stress shift to the prefix in the past tense and the 

stress surfaces on the stem, as in the infinitive, or on the ending. See Kukhto and Piperski 2020 for a discussion 

of individual-internal variation in the past-tense stress. 

7 The verbs rodítʲsja ‘to be born’ and načátʲsʲa ‘to start’ are among the very few traces of this pattern in Modern 

Russian and subject to speaker variation. With other verbs the enclitic is pre-accenting both in its full (-sʲa-) and 
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(7) a. načalsʲá ‘started.MSG’ 
b. načalósʲ ‘started.NSG’, načalísʲ ‘started.PL’, načalásʲ ‘started.FSG’ 
c. načátʲsʲa ‘start.INF’ 

The reflexive counterpart of the unaccented verb načátʲ ‘begin.INF’ shows word-final stress in 
the past but not in the infinitive. Once again, if the infinitive suffix were unaccented, we would 
see in the infinitive the same stress pattern as in masculine singular forms, contrary to fact. 

We conclude that the infinitive suffix -tĭ- is pre-accenting. One possible reason for this is not 
inherent specification as pre-accenting (see Revithiadou 1999 for the hypothesis that such an 
accentual specification does not even exist in Russian), but rather the presence of an abstract 
high lax (or short) vowel (the front yer [ĭ]), which, being unstressable, normally causes stress 
retraction (see Halle 1973 and Melvold 1990, among others). Whether this is correct or not, 
this does not affect our reasoning: it is enough that the accent is introduced by the infinitive 
suffix and surfaces on the root. 

Turning now to post-accenting verbal stems, we see that for the post-accenting verbs in (3) the 
BAP wrongly predicts stress on the stem: the accent assigned by the suffix, being linearly to 
the left of that assigned by the post-accenting root, should win (8). Likewise, if the surface 
position of the stress to the left of the infinitive suffix is caused by a yer, this yer should have 
triggered the retraction also of the accent assigned by the root. 

(8) a. • ⁕ ⁕ • 
 nĕs   tĭ 

 b. • ⁕ ⁕ • wrongly winning accent 
 nĕs   tĭ 

In (8) the (floating) accents assigned by the root and by the suffix are formalized as an iambic 
and trochaic feet, respectively. The leftmost head should get priority, but clearly doesn’t.8 

2.2. What is the rule and what is the exception? 

The combination of a post-accenting morpheme followed by a pre-accenting one is not limited 
to verbal infinitives. While there exist no other pre-accenting inflectional suffixes, there are 
quite a few derivational ones. As shown by (9)-(10), where a post-accenting stem is followed 
by a pre-accenting suffix in the nominal derivation, the BAP gives rise to a correct result (Garde 
1998:125): stress falls on the syllable before the suffix.9 In (9) this is illustrated for the pre-
accenting diminutive suffix -ik-: while in (9a) it is preceded by a post-accenting root (the final 
stress in the citation form is caused by the non-syllabic nominative singular suffix, in any other 
case the stress surfaces after the stem), in (9b) the post-accenting stem is morphologically 
complex: the nominalizing actor suffix deriving it, -ač-, is not only post-accenting, but also 
dominant (i.e., deleting all accentual specification from its sister) showing that the pre-
accentuation of a later suffix wins even over a dominant post-accenting suffix: 

(9) a. root koráblʲ ‘ship’ (cf. SG.GEN korablʲá)  Garde 1998:125 
 [korablʲ - ik] → koráblik 
 ship-DIM  
 small ship 

 
reduced (-sʲ-) form, so for many speakers even in (7a) the stress falls on the stem. The choice between the long 

and reduced forms for this and similar enclitics is discussed by Gouskova 2019. 

8 The infinitive in -tí- is a 19th-20th century innovation in Russian (Graudina, Ickovič and Katlinskaja 1976:198), 

but well-attested in other Slavic languages. 

9 For the evidence that these morphemes have the relevant accentual properties, see the works cited. While (9b), 

as well as some other examples provided by Garde, can be explained by cyclicity (Melvold 1990), it wouldn’t 

work for the simplex root in (9a). 
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b. dominant nominalizer -ač-  (cf. SG.GEN tolkačá, from the verb tolkátʲ ‘to push’) 
[[tolk-ač ]- ik] → tolkáčik 
push-NMZ-DIM 
small pushboat 

In (10) one and the same post-accenting root is followed by another pre-accenting diminutive 
suffix, -išk-, and by a minimally different accented diminutive suffix, -išk-, showing double 
dissociation of the phenomenon from both individual roots and diminutive semantics: 

(10) post-accenting root: zernó ‘grain’ (cf. SG.GEN zerná)  Zaliznjak 1985:86 

 a. [[zern - išk]-o] → zʲórniško 
 grain-DIM-NSG.NOM 
 ‘a small grain’ 

 b. [[zern -išk]-o] → zerníško 
 grain-DIM-NSG.NOM 
 ‘grain’ (affectionate or pejorative) 

While it is not impossible that Russian accentuation works differently in verbs and in nouns, 
providing an example of category-specific phonology (Smith 2011, 2016), a clear argument 
against treating the BAP as purely nominal as opposed to verbal comes from the secondary 
imperfective suffix -iv-. 

2.3. The secondary imperfective 

The secondary imperfective suffix in Russian has three allomorphs: -iv- (11), -v- (12), or zero 
(13).10 While the -v- and zero allomorphs are post-accenting (stress appears on the theme 
vowel), the -iv- allomorph is pre-accenting: stress always appears on the verbal stem: 

(11) root -pis- ‘write’ + -aj- -iv- 
a. pis-á-tʲ ‘to write’ 
b. pod-pis-á-tʲ ‘to sign.PRF’ 
c. pod-pís- ɨv-a-tʲ ‘to sign.IMPRF’ 

(12) root -bol’- ‘pain’ + -e- -v- 
a. bol-é-tʲ ‘to be sick’ 
b. za-bol-é-tʲ ‘to become sick.PRF’ 
c. za-bol-e-v -á-tʲ ‘to become sick.IMPRF’ 

(13) root -sip- ‘pour’ + -a- -Ø- 
a. sɨ́p-a-tʲ ‘to pour (a non-liquid)’ 
b. ras-sɨ́p-a-tʲ ‘to strew.PRF’ 
c. ras-sɨp-Ø -á-tʲ ‘to strew.IMPRF’ (note the stress shift) 

Crucially, stem-final stress with the -iv- suffix is also observed in verbs that have systematic 
post-stem stress in their perfective form (14)-(15). 

(14) a. po-sos-á-tʲ ‘to suck for a bit’, po-sosʲ-ó-tʲ ‘s/he will suck for a bit’ 
b. po-sás-iv-a-tʲ ‘to be sucking for a bit’ 

(15) a. po-glʲad-é-tʲ ‘to glance’, po-glʲad-í-t ‘s/he will glance’ 
b. po-glʲád-iv-a-tʲ ‘to be glancing from time to time’ 

 
10 The distribution of the three allomorphs cannot be attributed to any of the self-evident factors (Harrington 1967). 

While Matushansky 2009 argues for a common underlying representation as -ŭ-, Tatevosov 2013 provides some 

evidence that the -iv- allomorph differs from the other two both morphosyntactically and semantically. 
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It could be objected that thematic suffixes, appearing between the verbal stem and tense, are 
known to be accented and stress placement arises from their deletion before another vowel (a 
process, independently known to exist in Russian, see Jakobson 1948, Lightner 1965, Kayne 
1967, etc.). However, the lack of palatalization in (15b) suggests that the thematic suffix -e- is 
absent in the secondary imperfective of this verb. Stress, however, still appears before the 
secondary imperfective suffix, showing that -iv- is pre-accenting. 

Unfortunately (with a single exception, the unaccented root -krad- ‘to steal’), this suffix does 
not combine with athematic stems, including those in (3)-(4). If, however, we combine the 
secondary imperfective suffix -iv- with a verb derived by the verbalizing suffix -ov-/-u-, which 
is dominant and post-accenting (Garde 1998:126), the stress surfaces on the stem, showing the 
same pattern as (9)-(10) and differing from the infinitive suffix: 

(16) a. rifm-ov -á-tʲ (from the accented stem rífm-a ‘rhyme’) ‘to rhyme’ 
b. za-rifm-ov -á-tʲ ‘to complete rhyming’ 
c. za-rifm-óv - iv-a-tʲ ‘to complete rhyming’ (imperfective)  

We thus clearly see that it is the infinitive suffix that shows special behavior with respect to 
the Basic Accentuation Principle and then only with post-accenting verbs (3). To account for 
this Halle 1973:328 proposes that the verbal roots in (3) bear a special diacritic. While for all 
other verbs consonantal suffixes (the infinitive suffix -tĭ-, as well as the past tense suffix -l-) 
trigger retraction (his rule of Metatony), the verbal stems in (3) are exempt from this rule both 
in the past and in the infinitive (and as a result, the underlying yer of the latter is lengthened 
and the suffix surfaces as -tí-). 

Evidence against this view comes from another suffix whose accent usually surfaces before it. 
While the same group of verbal roots in (3) overrides this accentual specification as well, it 
does so in a different way, suggesting that retraction (Metatony) is not to blame. 

3. PASSIVE PAST PARTICIPLES 

The passive past participle (PPP) suffix has three allomorphs: -t-, -n- and -ĕn- (Halle 1973, 
Feldstein 1986, Garde 1998:329-332), whose distribution will not be discussed here. While 
some athematic verbs take the -t- allomorph, all verbs in (3) combine with the -ĕn- allomorph. 
I will first show that this allomorph is pre-accenting with unaccented, accented, and retracting 
roots yet loses to the accent of the post-accenting root. I will then argue that the PPP suffix is 
not only pre-accenting but also unaccentable (i.e., the vowel in it cannot receive an accent), 
and that, compared to the infinitive, this case constitutes a different though related problem for 
the BAP.11 Importantly, only the short forms of passive past participles will be considered: as 
shown by both Halle and Melvold (op. cit.), the long-form suffix of adjectives and participles 
systematically triggers stress retraction. 

3.1. Accentuation of the -ĕn- allomorph 

As the contrast between the past tense and the PPP of the unaccented verb prʲastʲ ‘to spin’ (see 
also row (c) of Table 3 below) shows, the -ĕn- allomorph of the PPP suffix also introduces an 
accent. The variant stress placement in the past tense (17a) shows that the root -prʲad- ‘spin’ is 

 
11 Halle 1973 addresses the stress patterns of PPPs by postulating internal constituent structure excluding the 

inflection for those stems whose PPPs exhibit stress before the suffix and no such structure for accented post-

accenting stems. We will not consider such a solution here. 
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unaccented. However, in all forms of the passive past participle (17b), stress appears on the 
stem, i.e., preceding the PPP suffix:12 

(17) a. prʲál ‘spin.PAST.MSG’, prʲálo ‘spin.PAST.NSG’, prʲáli ‘spin.PAST.PL’ 
 prʲalá ‘spin.PAST.FSG’ 

 b. sprʲáden ‘spin.PPP.MSG’, sprʲádeno ‘spin.PPP.NSG’, sprʲádeni ‘spin.PPP.PL’ 
 sprʲádena ‘spin.PPP.FSG’ 

If the PPP suffix were unaccented, there would be no difference in stress position between the 
past tense and the PPP.13 The PPP suffix, however, behaves like the infinitive suffix in that it 
reduces the four accentual classes of Russian athematic stems to the same two: stress is stem-
final (pre-suffixal) with accented, unaccented, and retracting roots, and falls on the inflection 
with post-accenting roots. In other words, the accent introduced by a post-accenting root does 
not appear on the PPP suffix: the PPP suffix is skipped altogether, and the accent is placed on 
the next syllable (row (b) below). 

Table 3: PPP suffix -ĕn- with athematic verbs 

STEM PRES.1SG PRES.3SG PAST.FSG/PL PPP.FSG PPP.PL 

a. accented 
 ‘climb over’ 

perelézu perelézet perelézla/i %perelézena %perelézeni 

b. post-accenting 
 ‘carry away’ 

unesú unesʲót uneslá/uneslí unesená unesení 

c. unaccented: 
 ‘spin’ (completive) 

sprʲadú sprʲadót sprʲalá/sprʲáli sprʲádena sprʲádeni 

d. PA with retraction 
 ‘steal’ (completive) 

ukradú ukradʲót ukrála/ukráli ukrádena ukrádeni 

It should also be noted that the passive past participle of velar-final verbs, like in (4), behaves 
exactly like the passive past participle of other post-accenting verbs in (3): 

(18) a. uvlʲók ‘attract.PAST.MSG’, uvlekló ‘attract.PAST.NSG’, uvleklí ‘attract.PAST.PL’ 
 uvleklá ‘attract.PAST.FSG’ 

 b. uvlečón ‘attract.PPP.MSG’, uvlečenó ‘attract.PPP.NSG’, uvlečenɨ́ ‘attract.PPP.PL’ 
 uvlečená ‘attract.PPP.FSG’ 

The fact that velar-final verbs appear with final stress in the passive past participle shows that 
their behavior in the infinitive is due to a separate factor (to wit, because they are velar-final, 
they do not form a complex coda when the yer of the infinitive suffix is left unpronounced 
(uvléčʲ rather than *uvléčtʲ or *uvléktʲ), and so there is one less reason to vocalize this yer). 

The formal distinction between the PPP suffix and the infinitive suffix can be easily captured 
by assuming that the former is both pre-accenting and unaccentable,14 while the latter is just 

 
12 The prefixes are added to facilitate PPP formation. While they might in general influence the position of the 

stress both in the past tense and in the PPP (cf. fn. 19 below and also Skachedubova 2021), here they do not. 

13 We cannot draw support from the polysyllabic verbs in Section 2.1: PPPs are not compatible with the reflexive 

suffix in principle and those verbs take a different allomorph (t) of the PPP suffix anyway. 

14 Can the unaccentability of the PPP suffix be explained if it is -n-, with epenthesis caused by the fact that all 

relevant roots are consonant-final? The answer is probably yes (and this is what Feldstein 1986 argues for), but 

then the unification of the two nasal allomorphs would be impossible: there is evidence from transitive softening 

that the vowel of the PPP suffix is underlying for 2nd conjugation verbs. 
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pre-accenting.15 For both, however, the accent that they would place on the preceding syllable 
is overridden by the accent assigned by the root. 

3.2. The suppletive verb idtí ‘to go’ 

Is it possible that the infinitive suffix is also unaccentable? As the only morpheme to follow it 
is the extrametrical reflexive clitic, its accent obviously cannot move to the right, so its shift to 
the left could be a last resort operation and need not indicate different properties. Evidence 
against treating the infinitive suffix as unaccentable is provided, however, by the dental-final 
verb ‘to go’. This verb is systematically suppletive (-id-/-xĭd-) and has post-stem stress in the 
infinitive and all finite forms:16 

(19) a. -id-: id-ú ‘go-PRES-1SG’, idʲ-óšʲ ‘go-PRES-2SG’, idʲ-ót ‘go-PRES-3SG’…  
  id-tí ‘go-INF’ 

 b. -xĭd-: š-l-á ‘went-PAST-FSG’, š-l-í ‘went-PAST-PL’, š-l-ó ‘went-PAST-NSG’,  
  šó-l ‘went-PAST-MSG’ 

The systematic post-stem stress in (19) suggests that the verbal root is post-accenting. While 
the unprefixed verb is intransitive and thus has no passive past participle, some of its prefixed 
derivatives are transitive and, given that their stem becomes asyllabic after the final vowel of 
the prefix and cannot bear stress, their passive past participles pattern in two ways. The verbs 
najtí ‘to find’ and projtí ‘to pass’ usually exhibit stress on (the last vowel of) the prefix in the 
PPP (20a), while with the verbs perejtí ‘to pass across’, prevzojtí ‘to surpass’, and obojtí ‘to 
pass over’ stress usually surfaces on the PPP suffix (20b), though the distinction is non-rigid: 
the former can surface with the latter pattern and vice versa: 

(20) a. na.jd-ĕn-ŭ → nájden (also arch. najdʲón) 
 PFX.go-PPP-MSG.NOM  found 

 b. obo.jd-ĕn-ŭ → obojdʲón (also innovative obójden) 
 PFX.go-PPP-MSG.NOM  passed over 

In conjugation, stress appears on the prefix only with unaccented verbs in the past tense in the 
non-feminine forms for those verbs where the prefix is included in the cyclic domain (see 
Section 2.1). Whether this inclusion happens or not is a matter of lexical variation even for 
various derivatives of the same root, and we see the same lexical variation in (20). Yet when 
the prefix is included in the cyclic domain, the accent of the PPP suffix can and does surface 
on it, while the accent of the infinitive suffix always surfaces only on the suffix. However this 
phenomenon is analyzed, this is clear evidence against treating the infinitive suffix along the 
same lines as the PPP suffix. I suggest that stress never surfaces on the prefix in the infinitive 
(*nájtʲ, *prójtʲ) because the non-unaccentable infinitive suffix can bear the accent of the root, 
unlike the PPP suffix. 

The fact that all the past-tense forms of these verbs are also stress-final shows nothing, as all 
they are all monosyllabic. While Garde 1998:355 suggests that the root -xĭd- is unaccented, the 

 
15 Revithiadou 1999 proposes that post-accenting morphemes are unaccentable, but bear an associated floating 

accent, forced to be realized on the next syllable. The PPP suffix shows that such an analysis is incorrect: it is 

unaccentable but pre-accenting. Conversely, post-accenting morphemes can bear an accent when followed by a 

pre-accenting suffix (9)-(10). For some further discussion of post-/pre-accentuation and unaccentability as two 

independent properties see also Section 5.4. 

16 The underlying -xĭd- is motivated by the iterative/secondary imperfective counterpart xodítʲ ‘to walk’ (with a 

stem ablaut usual for iterative formation) and the active past participle šédšij ‘who walked.MSG’. The mutation of 

a palatalized [xʲ] to [š] is independently attested (the so-called velar mutation), the deletion of the root-final [d] 

before the past-tense -l- is obligatory (cf. Table 2). 
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lack of stress retraction to the prefix might be taken as tentative evidence against this view. In 
view of no evidence to the contrary, it would be more parsimonious to hypothesize that both 
allomorphs are post-accenting. 

3.3. PPP-based inflection and derivation 

The rightmost two cells of row (b) in Table 3 show that the PPP stem exhibits post-accenting 
behavior. Two questions arise therefore: what happens to the stress if no further suffixes are 
attached and what happens if a pre-accenting suffix is. 

Answering the first question first, the PPP suffix, while unaccentable, is not unstressable. The 
distinction is subtle: to be unstressable means to be unable to bear surface stress (as yers are, 
see also Matushansky [to appear]), whereas to be unaccentable means to be unable to host an 
accent. An unaccentable morpheme can still end up stressed if it is the last syllable in a word. 
Thus in the masculine singular, where the gender-number ending (underlyingly the back 
yer -ŭ-) is phonologically null, stress surfaces on the PPP suffix itself (21a).17 The passive past 
participle is therefore no different from other post-accenting stems (21b) in this respect. As we 
will see in the next sections, in further derivation (in suffixed nomina actionis and in “long-
form” formation) stress may likewise surface on the last syllable of the PPP. 

(21) a. unesʲón ‘carried away.MSG’, unesená ‘carried away.FSG’  post-accenting PPP 
b. korólʲ ‘king.NOM’, korolʲá ‘king.GEN’ post-accenting noun 

The next question is what happens to these post-accenting stems when they are followed by a 
pre-accenting suffix. For nominal stems the answer is known and shown in (9)-(10) above: the 
accent placed by the pre-accenting suffix wins over in full accordance with the BAP. For PPP 
stems the answer is less evident: while on the surface the same result obtains (stress is placed 
on the PPP suffix), it may arise by a different mechanism. 

3.3.1. PPP-based action nominals 

As noted by Babby 1993, 1997, Sadler, Spencer and Zaretskaya 1997, Rappaport 2001, and 
Pazelskaya and Tatevosov 2008, action nominals are derived from passive past participles by 
the abstract nominalizing suffix -ij-. For the verbs in (3) this gives us: 

(22) a. -vez- → vez-ĕn-ij-a → vezénija 
 transport  transport-PPP-NMZ-NSG.GEN  luck.GEN 

 b. -blʲud- → so.blʲud-ĕn-ij-a → soblʲudénija 
 guard  PFX.guard-PPP-NMZ-NSG.GEN  observance.GEN 

At first sight this derivation provides us with evidence as to the interaction of the (factually) 
post-accenting PPP stem and the pre-accenting -ij- suffix. However, this suffix is not only pre-
accenting, but also dominant: non-deverbal -ie nouns are also stressed on the syllable preceding 
the suffix irrespective of the accentual properties of the stem (for some exceptions see Zaliznjak 
1985:108). 

(23) a. glavá ‘chapter.NOM’, glavú ‘chapter.ACC’  post-accenting 

 b. za.glav-ij-o → zaglávija 
 for.chapter-NMZ-NSG.GEN   heading, title.GEN 

(24) a. óbraz ‘shape.NOM’, óbraz-ami ‘shape-PL.INS’  accented 

 b. mnogo.obraz-ij-o → mnogoobrázija 
 many.shape-NMZ-NSG.GEN   diversity.GEN 

 
17 The e/o variation is due to an independent phenomenon, on which see Lightner 1969, 1972, Boyd 1997:82-84. 
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The PPP-based nominalization does not show therefore how PPPs interact with pre-accenting 
suffixes. 

3.3.2. Long forms of PPPs 

Russian adjectives, PPPs included, may appear in two forms: the short form, which can only 
be used in the predicate position, and the long form, which can be used everywhere (Babby 
1973, 2010, Siegel 1976, Bailyn 1994, Pereltsvaig 2001, etc.). The long-form  (henceforth, LF) 
suffix (underlyingly -oj-) can trigger stress retraction (cf. Halle 1973:324, Melvold 1990:194-
196). This means that the fact that the long forms of PPPs bear stress on the PPP suffix ((25), 
for e/o allophony see fn. 17) also says nothing about the derivational behavior of the (factually) 
post-accenting PPP stem in general: 

(25) a. -vez- → u.vez-ĕn-oj-ŭ → uvezʲónnij 
 transport  PFX.transport-PPP-LF-MSG.NOM taken away 

 b. -blʲud- → so.blʲud-ĕn-oj-ŭ → soblʲudʲónnij 
 guard  PFX.guard-PPP-LF-MSG.NOM  observed 

The surface stress on the PPP suffix in (25) may correspond either to the accent of the post-
accenting verbal stem or to the accent introduced by the LF suffix, and it is impossible to tell 
which, as either could be retracted under the influence of the LF suffix. 

However, what masculine PPPs, action nominals and LF PPPs all show is that the suffix -ĕn-, 
while unaccentable at the cycle when it is merged, can still be assigned stress (and therefore, 
accent) at the next cycle. 

4. OTHER TYPES OF DEVERBAL NOMINALIZATION 

The next question is how the post-accenting roots in (3) behave when combined with other, 
preferably pre-accenting, suffixes. This question is unlikely to receive an answer since these 
roots are nominalized either as in (22) or by conversion, aka truncating nominalization (26), 
aka null-derivation. In the latter case many of these roots undergo ablaut and acquire a different 
accentual pattern: 

(26) veztí ‘to transport’ (-vĕz-) → vozítʲ ‘to transport, non-directed’ (-voz-) 
a. post-accenting with retraction in the singular: 
  vóz, vóza, vozí ‘cart.SG.NOM/SG.GEN/PL.NOM’  
b. accented: 
  privóz, privózi ‘bringing.SG/PL’ 

(27) vestí ‘to lead’ (-vĕd-) → vodítʲ ‘to lead, non-directed’ (-vod-) 
a. unaccented with retraction to the prefix: 
  próvod, próvodi ‘seeing off.SG/PL.NOM’ 
  próvod, próvoda, provodá ‘cable.SG.NOM/SG.GEN/PL.NOM’  
  prívod, prívodi ‘gear.SG/PL.NOM’ 
b. accented: 
  privód, privódi ‘delivery (of someone).SG/PL.NOM’ 

(28) spastí ‘to save’ (-s.pas-) → spasátʲ ‘to save’ (imperfective) (-s.pas-) 
 accented: 
  Spás, Spásí ‘Savior.SG/PL’ 

Given that the accented pattern is the most frequent one and others give rise to unpredictable 
meanings, it can be assumed that the nominalizing suffix involved has autosegmental content 
(triggering ablaut) and is pre-accenting or triggers retraction by default. In other words, null 
derivation does not lead to visible violations of the BAP, but this might be because it involves 
an unusual autosegmental content and is dominant. 
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As other suffixal nominalizations except those in (22) involve the same ablaut, they could be 
derived via the same suffix and then their accentual behavior adds nothing new to the picture. 

5. PROPOSAL 

Summarizing what has been discussed so far, contrary to the BAP, the combination of a post-
accenting athematic verbal stem with the pre-accenting infinitive or PPP suffixes yields stress 
on the suffix. Nothing in the four-way distinction in Table 2 predicts the behavior of the roots 
in (3). 

Three ways of resolving this issue can be envisaged. Firstly, the BAP itself could be incorrect. 
Alternatively, it is necessary to ensure somehow that the roots in (3) take precedence over 
suffixes. While Halle 1973:328 introduces a special diacritic blocking the otherwise obligatory 
retraction of the accent from the infinitive suffix,18 I will now argue that the very existence of 
unaccentable morphemes, in combination with a minor modification of the accentual properties 
argued for in section 1, will be sufficient to derive the infinitive stress as well if it is assumed 
that the verbal roots with the infinitive in -ti- are unaccentable. 

5.1. Retracting past-tense roots 

I propose that the past-tense suffix -l- is, contrary to what has been suggested above, not just 
unaccented, but also stress-retracting (cf. Garde 1998:333). For accented and unaccented roots 
this leads to no change in predictions. Post-accenting roots, however, would now be expected 
to undergo stress retraction in the past and surface with stress on the stem. All 14 such verbs 
are given in (29); since the roots differ a lot in the prevocalic and preconsonantal positions, 
both the present- and the past-tense allomorphs are provided in parentheses:19 

(29) Retracting roots 14 

 petʲ ‘to sing’ (-poj-/-pe-), bitʲ ‘to beat’ (-bj-/-bi-), vitʲ ‘to weave’ (-vj-/-vi-), šitʲ ‘to sew’ 
(-šj-/-ši-), raspʲatʲ ‘to crucify’ (-ras.pn-/-ras.pʲa-), žatʲ ‘to reap’ (-žn-/-ža-), žatʲ ‘to press’ 
(-žm-/-ža-), mʲatʲ ‘to knead’ (-mn-/-mʲa-), grɨztʲ ‘to gnaw’ (-grɨz-), pastʲ ‘to fall’ (-pad-), 
krastʲ ‘to steal’ (-krad-), proserétʲ ‘to extend’ (-pro.str-/-pro.stʲor-), terétʲ ‘to rub’ 
(-tr-/-tʲor-), stričʲ ‘to cut (of hair)’ (-strig-) 

As a result, post-accenting roots will give rise to the “retracting” pattern in the row (d) in the 
amended Table 1: post-stem stress in the present and stem-final stress in past. Their PPP and 
their -tʲ- infinitive would also be correctly predicted by the BAP to bear stress on the final 
syllable of the stem. 

The verbs with the infinitive in -ti-, however, are now just as exceptional in the past as in their 
infinitive and in the PPP: violating the BAP, they systematically surface with final stress even 
with pre-accenting (infinitive -tĭ-, PPP -ĕn-) and retracting (past -l-) suffixes. I propose that this 
is due to the fact that these roots are themselves unaccentable. 

 
18 Garde’s system is very different: he asserts that the infinitive suffix is accented, while the past tense suffix can 

vary in its accentuation in function of the final consonant of the stem (Garde 1998:333; though his empirical 

generalizations turn out to be incorrect: there are dental-final stems in all accentual groups). The final-stress roots 

in (3)-(4) are unaccented for him, as are the retracting roots in (29) (which nonetheless become accented in the 

past and in the infinitive). Our unaccented roots he also treats as unaccented, and I have been unable to find the 

discussion of why the infinitive suffix sometimes is stressed and sometimes isn’t. Finally, the roots -mog- ‘be able 

to’ and -im-/-nʲa- ‘have’ (see Section 5.4) are the only ones he specifies as post-accenting. 

19 Some of these roots are variably specified across idiolects and even speaker-internally. Thus in derivatives the 

root -vĭ[j]- ‘to weave’ can be both stress-final (razvilásʲ/razvilísʲ ‘develop.PAST.F/PL’) or accented (zavílasʲ/zavílisʲ 

‘curl.PAST.F/PL’). A possible rationale can be found in Kukhto and Piperski 2020. 
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5.2. Unaccentable roots 

If the roots in (3) are unaccentable, just like the PPP suffix -ĕn-, with unaccented and accented 
suffixes they will behave as regular post-accenting roots, but with the three suffixes in question 
they will appear to violate the BAP as required. 

Thus when the retracting suffix -l- attempts to place the accent of a post-accenting root on the 
root-final syllable, this would fail. As a result, the stem consisting of an unaccentable root and 
of -l- becomes post-accenting. If the number-gender ending following -l- is syllabic (i.e., the 
plural -i, the feminine -a, or the neuter -o), stress will surface on the ending. If the ending is 
non-syllabic (the masculine -ŭ), stress will end up on the syllable preceding it, i.e., on (the final 
syllable of) the root. We obtain the systematic final-stress pattern characterizing the verbs in 
the row (c) in the amended Table 1.  

While the unaccentable suffix -ĕn- introduces its own accent to its left, this will not affect the 
outcome: because an unaccentable root will not accept the accent placed on it by the suffix and 
neither will the suffix itself, the constituent consisting of the verbal root and -ĕn- becomes post-
accenting. As before, stress will surface on the syllabic ending if available (the plural -i, the 
feminine -a, the neuter -o), and on (the final syllable of) the root otherwise. Importantly, neither 
the root nor the suffix “wins” under this view: they both resist the placement of the accent, 
which ends up on the suffix only when (and because) there is no syllable to assign it to further 
to the right. 

Because the pre-accenting suffix -tĭ- is asyllabic, the infinitive is expected to behave the same 
as the past-tense and PPP masculine forms: the unaccentable root cannot bear the accent, yet 
there is no syllable after the suffix to assign the accent to and so stress is expected to surface 
on the final syllable of the root. This is, in fact, what happens with the velar-final roots in (4): 
we obtain a surface form in [čʲ] and pre-suffixal stress, while in all finite forms stress is final:20 

(30) a. berécʲ ‘preserve.INF’, cf. berežʲót/bereglí ‘preserve.PRES.3SG/PAST.PL’ 
b. tolóčʲ ‘pound.INF’, cf. tolčʲót/tolklí ‘preserve.PRES.3SG/PAST.PL’ 

With the roots in (3), however, the infinitive suffix becomes syllabic ([ti]). Not being specified 
as inherently unaccentable, it can host the accent assigned by the past-accenting root and thus 
surfaces as stressed [tí]. 

The difference between the infinitives in (3) and (4) lies in the fact that the final velar in (4) 
deletes the first consonant of the infinitive: the underlying [g-tĭ] turns into [gĭ]. The palatalized 
velar [gʲ] undergoes velar mutation (cf. fn. 16). The infinitive form, as a result, does not contain 
a consonant cluster, unlike the infinitives in (3), where the combination of the unaccentability 
of the root and a consonant cluster force the suffixal yer to be vocalized. While there exists a 
verbal form, the imperative, which surfaces as [i] if stressed or preceded by a consonant cluster 
and as [ĭ] otherwise (Halle 1973:329, Es'kova 1985, Mołczanow 2011, Antonenko 2012, etc.), 
I leave the link between the two phenomena and the explanation for the [ti] allomorph for future 
research. 

Finally, “retracting” (i.e., post-accenting regular) verbs (29) cannot be distinguished from non-
retracting (i.e., unaccentable) ones (3)-(4) either by the segmental phonology of their root (both 
classes contain dental-final roots with full vowels) or by their argument structure (both classes 
contain transitives and unaccusatives) or by their Aktionsart (achievements, accomplishments 
and activities are attested in both classes, and states in neither). We tentatively conclude that 
unaccentability is lexically determined. 

 

 
20 The only other velar-final athematic root, -strig- ‘cut (of hair)’, is also post-accenting but retracting. It remains 

an open question why there are no velar-final athematic stems in the other two accentual classes. 
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5.3. Distinguishing unaccentability and pre/post-accentuation 

Unlike unstressability (lack of a projection to the metrical tier) unaccentability is not absolute: 
while an unaccentable suffix cannot be assigned an accent, it can bear stress if nothing to its 
right can. The unaccentability of the PPP suffix was independently argued for by showing that 
it cannot be assigned either its own accent or the accent introduced by the root. Since the suffix 
is also pre-accenting, stress surfaces after it only if the root is both itself unaccentable and post-
accenting but is otherwise realized on the preceding syllable. We can then show that neither 
pre-accentuation nor post-accentuation can be reduced to unaccentability. 

Indeed, if unaccentability and post-accentuation were the same thing, post-accenting suffixes 
would all be predicted to behave like the PPP suffix: to be pre-accenting unless preceded by a 
post-accenting root (which normally cannot shift its accent to the left, though see Section 3.2). 
Even if the normally pre-accenting behavior of the PPP suffix is due to retraction (rather than 
unaccentability per se), post-accenting roots do not have to be unaccentable (see Section 5.1). 

Conversely, if unaccentability and pre-accentuation were the same, pre-accenting suffixes 
would be expected to become post-accenting after a post-accenting root, which is not the case 
either, showing that pre-accentuation does not reduce to unaccentability; the same conclusion 
is suggested by the contrast in the behavior of -tĭ- and -ĕn- (Section 3.2). 

5.4. Unaccentability and accentual class 

Given that roots be distinguished by three ways of accent placement (accented, post-accenting 
and unaccented) and be unaccentable or not, we expect not the four patterns attested in Table 
2, but five. Excluding, for obvious reasons, unaccentable accented roots, we expect, in addition 
to unaccentable post-accenting roots (row (b) in Table 2, lists in (3)-(4)), to have unaccentable 
unaccented roots as well.21 

If combined with an accented, pre-accenting or unaccented suffix, an unaccentable unaccented 
stem is predicted to surface with stress on that suffix (31), which will be the only place where 
an accent can be placed. However, if an unaccented suffix is followed by an accented one (32a), 
or a post-accenting suffix is followed by an unaccented one (32b), stress is predicted to surface 
on this last suffix, and in this respect such a root would be different from a post-accenting one. 

(31) a. accented suffix 

  ROOT SUF 
  *  (*  

b. pre-accenting suffix 

  ROOT SUF 
 * (  *  

c. unaccented suffix 

  ROOT SUF 
 *   *  

(32)  a.  ROOT SUF SUF 

  *   *  ( *  

 b. ROOT SUF SUF 

  *   * (  *  

While I know of no evidence for such roots, this could be because neither combination of 
suffixes in (32) is attested in the verbal domain. There is, however, some minor evidence that 
the velar root -mog- ‘be able to’ is such a root. 

While for the majority of athematic verbs the position of stress is constant in the present tense, 
there are two verbs exhibiting a different pattern: final stress in the 1sg and stem-final stress in 

 
21 Accentual dominance of the root cannot be used instead of unaccentability as the driving factor for the attested 

BAP violations because the combination of dominance with the three types of root accentuation gives rise to too 

many unattested accentual patterns. 
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all other forms. This pattern is far more frequent with thematic verbs and is not predicted by 
anything that we have seen so far. 

Table 4: Potential unaccentable unaccented root: močʲ ‘to be able to’ 

  singular-M/F/N plural 

present 1 mog-ú móž-e-m 
 2 móž-e-š móž-e-te 
 3 móž-e-t mog-ú-t 
past  mog/mog-l-á/mog-l-ó mog-l-í 

While Melvold 1990 regards this class as subject to stress retraction in all forms except 1sg,  
Matushansky [to appear] proposes an alternative account based on induced unstressability and 
crucially argues that this variant pattern is only attested with unaccented stems. Since thematic 
stems can also combine with the PPP suffix -ĕn- and even surface with final stress, as in (33), 
we expect such cases to involve unaccentable unaccented roots. 

(33) vlʲubítʲ ‘to make fall in love’ 
a. vlʲublʲú/vlʲúbit ‘make fall in love.PRES.1SG/3SG’ 
b. vlʲublená/vlʲublenɨ́  ‘make fall in love.PPP.F/PL’ 

On the assumption that the variant pattern in (33a) is indicative of an unaccented stem and the 
final stress in the PPP in (33b), of an unaccentable stem, the verb vlʲubítʲ ‘to make fall in love’ 
should contain an unaccentable unaccented root and the same would be true for the verb mocʲ 
‘to be able to’, which exhibits post-accenting behavior (Table 4) but present-tense variability. 
As the suffix combinations in (32) are still not found, I leave the verification of this prediction 
for future research. 

5.5. The asyllabic root -čĭt- 

When presenting this talk at FASL, I have introduced the bound dental-final root -čĭt- ‘read’ as 
a post-accenting root without retraction in the past tense. However, since the root is asyllabic, 
its systematic final stress is also compatible with a different analysis. 

Table 5: Asyllabic past-tense root: -čestʲ ‘to read’ 

  singular-M/F/N plural 

present 1 -čt-ú -čtʲ-ó-m 
 2 -čtʲ-ó-š -čtʲ-ó-te 
 3 -čtʲ-ó-t -čt-ú-t 
past  -čó-l/-č-l-á/-č-l-ó -č-l-í 

The finite forms in Table 5 are compatible with a post-accenting, accented, “retracting” or even 
unaccented root, but the infinitive form (-čestʲ rather than -čestí) rules out an unaccentable root 
like those in (3). The list of 17 confirmed accented athematic roots (34) contains no asyllabic 
roots, which suggests that -čĭt- is not accented either.  

(34)  Athematic verbs: accented stems 17 

 a. leztʲ ‘to climb’ (-lez-), počítʲ ‘to go to rest’ (-po.čij-/-po.či-), obútʲ ‘to put shoes 
on’ (-uj-/-u-), dutʲ ‘to blow’ (-duj-/-du-), gretʲ ‘to warm up’ (-grej-/-gre-), datʲ ‘to 
give’ (-da(d)-/-da-), estʲ ‘to eat’ (-e(d)-/-e-), sestʲ ‘to sit down’ (-sʲad-/-se-), britʲ 
‘to shave’ (-brej-/-bri-), vɨtʲ ‘to howl’ (-voj-/-vi-), krɨtʲ ‘to cover’ (-kroj-/-kri-), mɨtʲ 
‘to wash’ (-moj-/-mi-), nɨtʲ ‘to whine’ (-noj-/-ni-), rɨtʲ ‘to dig’ (-roj-/-ri-) 

 b. potential -nu- verbs, dropping the suffix before consonantal derivational suffixes 
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 zastrʲátʲ ‘to get stuck’ (-strʲan-/-strʲa-), detʲ ‘to put away’ (-den-/-de-), statʲ ‘to 
become’ (-stan-/-sta-) 

Finally, the fact that no prefixal derivative of the root -čĭt- surfaces with a stress on the prefix 
suggests that the root is also not unaccented. 

I conclude that the asyllabic root -čĭt- is post-accenting but not unaccentable, i.e., should be 
included in the list in (29). 

6. CONCLUSION 

We have observed that for the 33 athematic verbs in (3)-(4) the Basic Accentuation Principle 
(2) seems to break down with the pre-accenting infinitive suffix -tĭ- and with the pre-accenting 
unaccentable PPP suffix -ĕn-: despite the fact that these suffixes are pre-accenting, these forms 
surface with final stress. 

I have argued that to account for this it is necessary to assume that the past-tense suffix -l- is 
not merely unaccented, as argued in Halle 1973 and Melvold 1990, but also retracting, and that 
the 33 athematic verbs in (3)-(4) involve unaccentable roots. An unaccentable stem cannot host 
the accent of a pre-accenting suffix, which forces the accent to the right. Stress is thus realized 
on the final syllable of the word. 

The hypothesis advanced in this paper rests on the differentiation between unaccentability and 
pre- or post-accentuation, which is motivated by the different behavior of the pre-accenting 
infinitive suffix -tĭ- and the unaccentable pre-accenting PPP suffix -ĕn-. 
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